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Our Threat Research Team delivers services that enhance the automatic DDoS protection capability of your SmartWall 
ONE solution well beyond the standard installation and deployment offerings. 

DDoS Intelligence Service 

As DDoS attacks grow more sophisticated by the day, it’s crucial to maintain your defenses, not just with new software 
releases, but constantly. That’s exactly what our Corero DDoS Intelligence Service is for. With attackers leveraging 
evolving tools and cheap botnets to persistently target services, adjusting their tactics on the fly, we, the DDoS 
defenders, must stay ahead by proactively updating our protections. 

Out of the box, SmartWall ONE is already a top-tier, automated defense system that can handle existing, new, and zero-
day, DDoS attacks. Our DDoS Intelligence Service ensures you have the strongest protection possible, always keeping 
you secure.  Think of it as your AI-assisted human co-pilot , that’s taking our latest DDoS threat research and pushing it 
straight to your SmartWall ONE solution. 

This service delivers pre-emptive predictive protection against possible new DDoS threat vectors, before the first attack 
is even seen. It enables every SmartWall ONE customer to benefit from our latest DDoS protection research, in real-time. 

How do you get the benefit of this predictive protection – it’s a simple automated feed powered by the Corero Threat 
Research Team, available as an annual subscription for all SmartWall ONE customers that are also subscribed to Corero’s 
SecureWatch Attack-Time assistance service.  
 

 

 
 
Target Audience: 
All SmartWall ONE Protection 
appliance customers. 
 

 

 
 
Prerequisites: 
Customers must also 
subscribe to the 
SecureWatch Attack-
Time service. 

 

 
 
Service Deliverables: 
Automated real-time feed 
powered by Corero’s Threat 
Research Team, delivering 
new, or updated, rules for 
pre-emptive protection 
against possible new DDoS 
attack vectors. 
 

 

 
 
Service duration: 
ongoing real-time feed, 
based on an annual service 
subscription. 
 

 

Please contact your Corero support or sales representative for more information. 
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